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abstract
Energy consumption has been a critical issue in high-performance computing systems, such as clusters
and data centers. An existing technique to reduce energy consumption of applications is dynamic
voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS). In this paper, we present a novel algorithm called EASLA for energy
aware scheduling of precedence-constrained applications in the context of Service Level Agreement (SLA)
on DVFS-enabled cluster systems. Due to the dependencies among tasks and makespan extension, there
may be some underused slacks. The main idea of the EASLA algorithm is to distribute each slack to
a set of tasks and scale frequencies down to try to minimize energy consumption. Specifically, it first
finds the maximum set of independent tasks for each task, and then iteratively allocates each slack
to the maximum independent set whose total energy reduction is the maximal. Randomly generated
graphs and two real-world applications are tested in our experiments. The experimental results show
that our scheduling algorithm can save up to 22.68% and 12.01% energy consumption compared with the
GreedyDVS and EvenlyDVS algorithms respectively in homogeneous environments, and 12.33% energy
consumption compared with the EES algorithm in heterogeneous environments.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the development of high-performance computing (HPC),
more and more energy has been consumed by large-scale cluster systems, which raises various economical, environmental and
system availability concerns [1,2]. According to statistics, the total energy consumption in information and communication technology (ICT) industry is about 868 billion, which is roughly 5.3%
of the world total energy consumption in 2008. According to the
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current increasing trend, by 2025, the total energy consumption in
ICT industry will be four-fold increase on 2008 levels [3,4]. Additionally, energy consumption translates into high carbon emissions
and results in high cooling cost [5]. Furthermore, the temperature
of computing systems will ascend sharply due to large amount of
energy consumption. Evidence shows that the expected failure rate
doubles for every 10 °C increased temperature [6]. This greatly affects the system reliability and availability, and eventually does
harm to system performance. Therefore, it is important to study
the strategy of reducing energy consumption in high-performance
computing.
Energy awareness for parallel applications has been a growing
concern for a decade. System-level power-saving methods including Dynamic Power Management (DPM) [7] and Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [1,8,9] have been investigated and
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developed. The core idea of DPM is to turn off the idle computing
nodes. However, this method is only suitable for the situation in
which most of the idle periods are very long. For the scheduling of
a precedence-constrained application, the idle time between the
execution of two tasks is often short and DPM is not suitable. Different from DPM, the DVFS technique can assign different frequencies to each task, which gives us a useful way to minimize energy
consumption of applications.
In this paper, we use DVFS technique to reduce energy consumption while considering service level agreement (SLA), which
is measured by two metrics: makespan and energy consumption. Obviously, there exists a tradeoff between these two metrics. In our architecture model, a customer can negotiate with
a service provider about Quality of Service (QoS) of his application by determining makespan extension rate. For example, the
customer agrees to accept additional 10% of makespan to reduce
more energy consumption. Under this situation, we propose an
energy-performance tradeoff scheduling algorithm (EASLA), which
uses DVFS technique to try to minimize energy consumption. Our
scheme addresses the scheduling in a different way compared with
most of the relevant algorithms for discrete voltage clusters. First,
it finds the maximum set of independent tasks for each task to increase parallelism for using slacks. Second, it also allocates slacks
to non-critical tasks to minimize energy consumption instead of
only the critical ones.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

• Unlike the most existing studies for DAG applications, we try to
allocate a slack to tasks belonging to the maximum independent
set of a task.
• We develop a novel energy-aware scheduling algorithm called
EASLA, which can be adapted for a wide range of DAG applications.
• We carry out extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm under different circumstances: randomly
generated graphs as well as graphs of real-world problems
with various characteristics, homogeneous resources in terms
of speed and energy consumption, or heterogeneous resources.
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of their finish times [16]. Wang et al. evenly distributed the free
slack obtained by makespan extension to critical tasks, and then
distributed the slack occurred due to dependencies among tasks
to non-critical tasks [17]. The core idea of all these algorithms is
to utilize idle time slots (slack) to lower down supply voltage (frequency/speed). However, most of them ignore the variable energy
profiles of tasks on different processors during slack allocation or
do not take into account the non-critical tasks for using idle time
slots. Due to the dependencies among tasks, there may be many
situations in which the sum of energy reduction of several tasks
(i.e., a task set that can execute in parallel whether the tasks belonging to the set are critical or not) can be higher than the energy
reduction of critical tasks. Our scheme addresses the above issues
and effectively allocates the slack to gain more energy reduction
for precedence-constrained applications in discrete frequency and
voltage systems.
Many studies on cluster and cloud computing use DVFS
technique in the context of Service Level Agreement (SLA) [20–25].
SLA is an agreement between a service provider and customers,
specifying the level of delivered services [26,27]. It can be decided
by many different QoS parameters, such as deadline [21], response
time [22], and so on. Wu et al. proposed an algorithm to assign
resources for tasks obeying the SLA [20]. In this algorithm, the tasks
are deployed to fewer computing nodes with lower SLA level, and
then appropriate frequencies are selected for the computing nodes
via DVFS. Kim et al. proposed DVFS scheduling algorithms for bagof-tasks applications to try to minimize energy consumption with
deadline constraints [21]. Gao et al. proposed a dynamic resource
management scheme which takes advantage of both DVFS and
server consolidation to achieve energy efficiency while satisfying
response-time-based SLAs [22]. In our work, we also consider the
energy reduction problem in the context of SLA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we introduce the system model and formulate the scheduling problem. In Section 4, we describe the proposed EASLA
algorithm and discuss its performance. Section 5 gives the simulation results compared with GreedyDVS and EvenlyDVS algorithms
in homogeneous environments, and the EES algorithm in heterogeneous environments. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion
and future work.

2. Related work
3. System model and problem formulation
Many works have been investigated for energy reduction based
on continuous DVFS assumption. Zhang et al. introduced a linear
programming (LP) based formulation to solve the continuous
voltage DVFS [6]. Kang et al. developed a path based DVFS
algorithm to try to minimize energy requirement while meeting
the deadline constraints at the same time [10]. Aupy et al. proposed
several polynomial time scheduling algorithms, which try to
minimize energy consumption under the condition of a prescribed
makespan bound and a reliability threshold [11]. Baskiyar et al.
used the heterogeneous earliest finish time (HEFT) heuristic as an
initial scheduling algorithm to minimize makespan, then voltage
scaling was performed to reduce power consumption without
performance degradation [12,13]. However, these algorithms focus
on continuous frequency and voltage systems. For discrete DVFS
consideration, the problem becomes more complex.
For the discrete frequency and voltage situation, the authors
in [14–18,1,8,19] considered the scheduling and proposed some algorithms. Kimura et al. proposed an energy reduction algorithm, in
which the suitable frequency among the discrete set of processor’s
frequencies is chosen for each task according to its slack time [14].
Rizvandi et al. introduced a slack reclamation algorithm which uses
a linear combination of the maximum and minimum processor frequencies to decrease energy consumption [15]. Chowdhury et al.
allocated the slack time to tasks according to the decreasing order

In this section, we introduce the system model and formulate
the scheduling problem.
3.1. Architecture model
In this subsection, we introduce the architecture model of
our scheduling environment. As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture
model, which is similar to [17], consists of three layers: user
layer, scheduling layer, and resource layer. The user layer is in
charge of submitting tasks. The scheduling layer, which is used
to assign tasks appropriately, consists of two components—a
makespan and energy estimator and our scheduling strategy. The
resource layer consists of multiple processing elements (PEs) and
is responsible for task execution. The needed PEs are allocated to
users exclusively for some duration of time.
Next, we describe the task execution process in the scheduling
model mentioned above. First, tasks with computation time and
dependency relations, and the needed number of PEs are submitted
by users. Second, the information of tasks and PEs are sent to
the scheduler and it uses an estimator to evaluate the makespan
and energy consumption. Third, the estimator gives the evaluated
results back to the user. Fourth, the user negotiates with the service
provider about the makespan extension rate, which presents the
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Fig. 1. Architecture model.

QoS parameter. After an agreement is reached, the QoS parameter
is delivered to the scheduler. Fifth, the scheduler allocates each
task in the application with frequency and sequence information
to an appropriate PE. Finally, the computing resources begin to
execute tasks and return the results to users.
3.2. Application model
In general, a precedence-constrained application can be presented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G(V , E ), which consists of
a set of nodes V = {vi } (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}) and a set of directed
edges E. The set of nodes represents the parallel tasks in an application. An edge e(i, j) from task vi to vj represents the dependency
and inter communication between these two tasks. Here vi is called
a predecessor of vj and vj is called a successor of vi . In this paper,
we assume that the DAG has a single-entry task and a single-exit
task. If there are multi-entry (multi-exit) tasks, they are connected
to an entry (exit) task with no computation and communication
cost, which does not affect the schedule.
The weight on task vi denoted as wi represents the computation
time when vi is executed at the highest frequency. Let cij be
the weight of edge e(i, j), which represents the communication
time [17]. However, the communication time is only needed
when two tasks are assigned to different PEs. In other words,
the communication time is ignored when two tasks are assigned
to the same PE. Fig. 2 gives an example of DAG to represent
the application model. For each node, the data in the upper part
presents the task ID and the data in the lower part presents
the computation time. The data on each edge represents the
communication time, i.e., cij .
3.3. Cluster model
Similar to [17], a cluster system consists of multiple PEs, which
are fully interconnected with the same communication links. Each
PE has a set of supply voltages from V1 to Vm and a set of
corresponding frequencies from f1 to fm in decreasing order. The
values of voltage levels and corresponding frequencies are discrete.
Table 1 shows an example of four voltage and frequency levels. As
clock frequency transition time is negligible (e.g., 10–150 µs [1]),
we ignore the time in our study. We also assume that data can
be transmitted from one PE to another while the recipient PE is
executing a task, which is possible in many computing systems.
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Fig. 2. A simple DAG representing precedence-constraint application.
Table 1
An example of a PEs operating points.
Frequency (GHz)
Voltage (V)

1.0
1.5

0.8
1.3

0.7
1.1

0.5
0.9

of CMOS circuits is represented by Pc = ACV 2 f , where A is
the percentage of active gates, C is the total capacitance load,
V is the supply voltage, and f is the processor frequency [28].
Processor power consumption is dominated by Pc , which is mainly
affected by the supply voltage. Therefore, the reduction of voltage
would be most influential to lower power consumption. For a DAG
application which consists of n tasks, the total energy consumed
by executing all the tasks is defined as
EN active =

n −1


Phighest · wi =

i =0

n −1


2
ACVhighest
fhighest · wi ,

(1)

i =0

where wi is the computation time of task vi executed at the highest
frequency. Since PEs also consume a certain amount of energy
while idling, we denote Pidle as the idle-energy consumption rate,
2
where Pidle = ACVlowest
flowest . Denote p as the number of PEs, the
total energy consumption of all the PEs while idling can be depicted
as


EN idle = Pidle

p · makespan −

n −1



wi .

(2)

i =0

Consequently, the total energy consumption of the application
running on the PEs can be expressed as
EN = EN active + EN idle .

(3)

Note that this energy consumption model is compatible with
DVFS technology. In our energy model, PEs have several voltage
and frequency levels, and a scheduling algorithm may choose the
appropriate voltage and frequency to save energy. For a task vi
executed at frequency fk , we denote the voltage as Vki , the frequency
as fki , and the corresponding computation time as wki , where wki =
wi fhighest /fki . In that case, Phighest is replaced by Pki , where Pki =
AC (Vki )2 fki . The corresponding computation time wi is replaced
with wki .
3.5. Problem formulation

3.4. Energy model
Our energy model is derived from the power consumption
model in CMOS logic circuits. In general, the power consumption

The energy-performance tradeoff scheduling problem stated
before is formally defined as follows. Give an application consists
of n parallel tasks, the required number of PEs p, the schedule
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length of a best effort schedule makespanbest , and the negotiated
makespan extension rate η, allocate the slacks to the appropriate
tasks for downscaling their frequencies to try to minimize energy
consumption. More formally, the problem can be formulated as
follows:
Minimize
EN = EN active + EN idle

=

n −1 
m


βik Pki wki

i =0 k =1


+ Pidle p · makespan −

n −1 
m



βik w

i
k

,

(4)

)
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Algorithm 1 : EASLA
Require:
The output schedule of the ETF algorithm;
makespanbest ;
The negotiated makespan extension rate η.
Ensure:
A task schedule.
1: Call the NCM algorithm for frequency downscaling with
makespanbest unchanged
2: Call the UAME algorithm for frequency downscaling using
accepted makespan extension
3: Call the NCM algorithm for frequency downscaling with
extended makespan unchanged

i=0 k=1

subject to
makespan ≤ makespanbest · (1 + η),
m


βik = 1,

βik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀vi ∈ V .

(5)
(6)

k =1

The timing constraint is enforced by (5). Since the available
frequency range is finite and discrete, we use boolean variable βik
as an indicator to reflect which frequency level k is used for task vi .
Assume we select a special fji for task vi in the above formulation,

then the corresponding Pji and wji are fixed. The question becomes
to assign different frequencies to each task to try to minimize
energy consumption without violating the timing constraint.

Fig. 3. A Gantt chart scheduled by the ETF algorithm.

4.2. Task scheduling algorithm
4. Algorithm design
In this section, we present the details of our algorithm EASLA.
The algorithm takes the output schedule of ETF (Earliest Task
First) algorithm as an initial input schedule. Our algorithm for energy minimization is an iterative approach that allocates a certain
amount of slack to a task or a subset of tasks for frequency downscaling. In each iteration, a task (a subset of tasks) which can use
its (their) slack to get the maximal energy reduction is (are) chosen to downscale frequency (frequencies). The EASLA algorithm actually contains two algorithms—frequency downscaling under the
condition of not changing makespan algorithm, NCM for short, and
frequency downscaling using accepted makespan extension algorithm, UAME for short. The former uses the slack which is caused
by precedence relations among tasks while the latter uses the slack
which is caused by makespan extension.
4.1. The outline of EASLA
The outline of EASLA is given in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm,
Step 1 calls the NCM algorithm which is presented in Algorithm
2. In Algorithm 2, only the tasks which can use their slacks to
scale down frequencies by at least one level are considered. Step
2 calls the UAME algorithm which is presented in Algorithm 3. In
Algorithm 3, every task can potentially use the slack caused by
makespan extension to scale down frequency. The execution of the
NCM algorithm precedes the execution of the UAME algorithm to
expect more energy saving by reducing the possibility of redundant
slack allocation to the same tasks. Step 3 calls the NCM algorithm
again, which is designed to take full advantage of slacks. Because
there may be some slacks which are not large enough for even
one task to scale down frequency by one level, we can integrate
some small slacks to a large one and assign the new slack to an
appropriate task.

The ETF algorithm [29] is a list based algorithm, and has two
main steps. It first assigns a priority value, which can be computed
by the bottom level method or the top level method [30], to each
task. Then the ETF algorithm repeats the process of allocating a
remaining task with the highest priority to a PE, which has the
earliest available time. The algorithm terminates when all of the
tasks are assigned to the PEs. In this paper, we use the bottom level
method, in which the rank value of each task is recursively defined
by
rank(vi ) = wi + max (cij + rank(vj )),
vj ∈succ i

(7)

where succ i is the set of direct successors of task vi and cij is the
communication time between task vi and vj . The rank is computed
by traversing the DAG upward, beginning from the exit task, vexit ,
whose rank is expressed as follows:
rank(vexit ) = wexit .

(8)

After a valid schedule is generated by the ETF algorithm and the
order of tasks on a PE is determined, an edge is inserted from task vi
to task vj if vi and vj are on the same PE and the former is scheduled
just ahead of the latter [31]. Therefore, the edges represent all the
precedence constraints in the original DAG application as well as
execution ordering information in the initial schedule. We can use
a Gantt chart to display time slots for task execution and data
communication on multiple PEs. Fig. 3 gives an example of an
initial schedule (Fig. 2 executed on three PEs) obtained by the ETF
algorithm.
4.3. Available slack for a task
Notice that, the earliest start time of a task vi is limited by the
earliest finish time of the front adjacent task pPredi on the same PE,
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and the earliest finish times of all its direct predecessors. Therefore,
the earliest start time of task vi can be expressed as

EST i =



0,

vi = ventry ;

EST pPred
 i + wpPredi , 

max max EST j + wj + cji ,

otherwise;

(9)

vj ∈predi

where predi is the set of direct predecessors of task vi .
Similarly, the latest finish time of a task vi is limited by the latest
start time of the latter adjacent task pSucc i on the same PE, and the
earliest start times of all its direct successors. Therefore, the latest
finish time of task vi can be expressed as

LFT i =



 ,
makespan

min

vi = vexit ;

LFT pSucc
 i − wpSucc i , 
,
min LFT j − wj − cij



vj ∈succ i

otherwise;

(10)

where makespan is the time overhead to complete all tasks.
For each task vi , due to the difference between the latest finish
time (LFT i ) and the earliest start time (EST i ), we can calculate the
slack of task vi as
slacki = LFT i − EST i − wi ,

(11)

where wi is the corresponding computation cost.
The energy reduction of task vi is defined by the difference of
its original energy consumption and expected energy consumption after allocating slacki . However, slacks of some tasks are overlapped. So we can try to find tasks which can share slack together
for each task. We use a matrix to present the relationship which is
described in the next subsection.
4.4. Compatible task matrix
The matrix represents the list of tasks which can share slack
together for each task or vice versa. The compatible matrix of a DAG
application consisting of n tasks is defined by



m0 0
 m1 0

m0 1
m1 1

·
·

·
·

mn−1 0

mn−1 1

Mn = 




· · ·
· · ·
·
·
· · ·



m0 n−1
m1 n−1 

·
·


,


(12)

mn−1 n−1

Fig. 4. Compatible task matrix for an example in Fig. 3.

Algorithm 2 : NCM(Γ , makespan)
Require:
Γ , makespan.
Ensure:
A task schedule.
1: Initialize L = {v0 , v1 , . . . , vn−1 }
2: Sort all tasks such that rank(v0 ) ≥ rank(v1 ) · ·· ≥ rank(vn−1 )
(SRank())
3: while L ̸= ∅ do
4:
for Each vk in the order of SRank() do
5:
Compute EST k by Equation (10)
6:
end for
7:
for Each vk in the reverse order of SRank() do
8:
Compute LFT k by Equation (11)
9:
end for
10:
Compute slackk (vk ∈ L) by Equation (9)
11:
for Each vk ∈ L do
12:
if vk can not be scaled down then
13:
Delete vk from L
14:
else
15:
Use slackk to compute ERk
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
vj = arg max q(vi ) by Eq. (13)
vi

19:

j

j

j

Scale down fcurrent and update Vcurrent and wcurrent
Delete vj from L
end while

where mij indicates whether task vi and task vj can be slacksharable. If the value of element mij is set to one, it indicates that
vi and vj can share slack together because they are independently
executed and their slacks are not overlapped. Otherwise, adding
the slack to both of them will postpone the starting times of
subsequent tasks and eventual violate the timing constraint. This
corresponds to the problem of the reachability relation of a DAG.
If vj is reachable from vi or vi is reachable from vj , it means that vi
and vj cannot share slack together. The matrix can be generated by
performing a transitive closure on the DAG [10]. Fig. 4 shows the
compatible task matrix for the example in Fig. 3.

(11) in non-increasing (non-decreasing) order of rank denoted as
SRank(), which can be done in time O(n + e), where n is the number
of tasks and e is the number of edges. Whenever a task is unable
to scale frequency down, it is deleted from L. Denote q (vi ) as the
energy reduction of task vi by using slacki . In each iteration, the task
vj (vj ∈ L) which can use its slack to get maximal energy reduction
is chosen to scale frequency down, i.e., vj is chosen as follows:

4.5. Slack allocation for frequency down-scaling

vj = arg max q(vi ).

This subsection discusses slack allocation for frequency downscaling.
Algorithm 2 represents the procedure of the NCM algorithm.
The inputs of the algorithm are Γ and makespan. Γ represents
a schedule of parallel tasks. In Step 1 of Algorithm 1, Γ is the
schedule of the ETF algorithm and the corresponding makespan
is makespanbest . In Step 3 of Algorithm 1, Γ is the schedule of
Algorithm 3 and the corresponding makespan is the extended
makespan. The task list denoted as L is initialized with all tasks in
the application. The EST s (LFT s) of tasks are computed by Eq. (10)

Then the algorithm updates the frequency, voltage and computation time of vj . The algorithm terminates when L becomes empty.
Algorithm 3 represents the procedure of the UAME algorithm.
At the beginning of each iteration, it first finds a maximum set
of independent tasks for each task (Step 1) [32]. We denote
the maximum independent set for vi as MIS i . It can be used to
maximize slack which can get more energy reduction. Even if
the increased slack is not large enough for a task to scale down
frequency by one level, it may be used at next iterations [33]. The
number of tasks in MIS i (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}) is restricted by the

20:
21:

vi ∈L

(13)
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Algorithm 3 : UAME
Require:
The output schedule of NCM algorithm, time_extesion.
Ensure:
A task schedule.
1: Find_MIS ()
2: Initialize L = {v0 , v1 , . . . , vn−1 }, ACT = {0, 0, ..., 0}, US =
{0, 0, ..., 0}
3: while L ̸= ∅ do
4:
for Each vk ∈ L do
k
5:
if fcurrent
== f1 then
6:
Delete vk from L
7:
else
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

k
act k = wcurrent
·

k
fcurrent

k
fcurrent
−1

(a) The Gantt chart after Step 1 of Algorithm 1.

k
− wcurrent

slackk = act k − usk
if slackk > time_extension then
Delete vk from L
else
Use slackk to calculate OERk
end if
end if
end for
MISj = arg max u(MISi ) by Eq. (15)
MISi

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

for Each vk ∈ MIS j do
k
Scale down fcurrent
k
k
Update Vcurrent , wcurrent
, and usk
end for
time_extension− = slackj
end while

(b) The Gantt chart after Step 3 of Algorithm 1.
Fig. 5. A task schedule for Fig. 2 using the EASLA algorithm.

4.6. Performance evaluation

number of PEs. The reason behind lies in the fact that there is at
most one task on each PE that can be added to MIS i . The compatible
matrix can also provide the information of independence relations
among tasks.
Denote tpj (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}) as the set of tasks executed
on processing element PEj . Assuming that task vi is on processing
element PEj , i.e., vi ∈ tpj . We try to find the maximum independent
set for task vi (MIS i ), which is initialized as an empty set. At first, we
add task vi to MIS i , and then try to find the unique task candidatel
on each of the other processing elements PEl (l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1},
and l ̸= j), which satisfies
candidatel = arg min(h(vk )),
vk ∈tpl

(14)

where h(vk ) = EFT i − EST k , vk ∈ tpl , and EST k ≤ EFT i . If candidatel
is slack-sharable with all the tasks in MIS i , add it to MIS i .
Algorithm 3 first initializes the task list with all the tasks in the
application and the added computation time of tasks, i.e., ACT =
{act k } (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}), and the unused slack, i.e., US = {usk }
(i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}), to zero. Whenever a task is unable to
scale frequency down, it is deleted from L. Denote OERi as the over
energy reduction of all tasks in MIS i to scale down frequency by
one level when sharing slacki . In each iteration, choose the task vj
(vj ∈ L) with maximum value of OERj to allocate its slack to all the
tasks in MIS i , i.e.,

vj = arg max u(MIS i ),
vi ∈L

(15)

where u(MIS i ) = OERi . Then the algorithm updates the frequency,
voltage, computation time and unused slack of the tasks in MIS j .
The time extension is divided by the allocated slack slackj at the
end of the iteration. The iteration stops when L becomes empty.

In this subsection, we discuss the qualitative implications of
schedules that EASLA generates. The discussion is led with an
illustrative example and the time complexity analysis.
4.6.1. An illustration
Consider the DAG application in Fig. 2 executed on three PEs.
The information of the PEs is listed in Table 1. Fig. 3 gives the initial
schedule obtained by ETF algorithm. At the beginning, all tasks are
executed at the highest frequency. The makespanbest is 23 and the
total energy consumption is 99.9. The makespan extension is 2.3
(with makespan extension rate of 0.1). Fig. 4 shows the compatible
task matrix for Fig. 3. In Step 1 of Algorithm 1, tasks 2, 3, 4, 7
and 8 are considered. Fig. 5(a) shows the Gantt chart after Step
1. The energy consumption is 82.80. The improvement of power
consumption after Step 1 is, therefore, 17.29%. Fig. 5(b) shows the
Gantt chart after Step 3 in Algorithm 1. The Gantt chart after Step
2 is the same with Fig. 5(b) except that the frequency of task 9
is f1 . The energy consumption is 70.35. Thus, the improvement
on power consumption of our algorithm is 29.58% with makespan
extension rate of 0.1.
4.6.2. Time complexity
Next, we discuss the time complexity of our algorithm EASLA
(Algorithm 1).
According to Algorithm 2, Step 1 (Initialization) requires O(n) to
complete, where n is the number of tasks. Step 2 (Sorting) requires
O(n log(n)) to complete. Steps 3–21 are the iteration process. The
upper bound of the iteration is O(n). Because in each iteration,
one task is chosen and this is a nonrepeatable scenario. In each
iteration, Steps 4–6 and Steps 7–9 require O(n + e) to complete,
where e is the number of edges. The inner for loop (Steps 11–17)
requires O(n) to complete. Thus, the time complexity of NCM is
O(n(n + e) + n log(n) + n).
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According to Algorithm 3, Step 1 is to find the maximum set of
independent tasks for each task. The number of elements in the
set is confined by the number of processor p, so Step 1 requires
O(np) to complete. Step 2 (Initialization) requires O(n) to complete.
The time complexity of iteration (Steps 3–23) is confined by the
number of frequency levels m and the number of tasks n. Consider
the situation that starting from f1 , all tasks are scaled down to fm ,
then they have no chance to be scaled down. In each iteration,
there will be at least one task to scale down frequency by at least
one level. Hence, the loose upper bound of the time complexity is
O(n2 m). The time complexity of UAME is O(n2 m + np + n).
Thus, the time complexity of EASLA is O(n2 m + n(e + p +
log(n)) + n).
5. Extension to heterogeneous environment
In this section, we present the version of our proposed
method applied on heterogeneous computing environment. We
mainly present the different parts compared with homogeneous
environment.
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Pl,idle = Al Cl Vl2,lowest fl,lowest . The total energy consumption of all the
PEs while idling can be depicted as


EN idle =



Pl,idle


makespan −

Similar to cluster model in heterogeneous environment (Section 3.3), a cluster system consists of p heterogeneous PEs, which
are fully connected with the same communication links. Denote
the PE set as SPE , i.e., SPE = {1, . . . , p}. Each PE l(l ∈ SPE ) has

a set of supply voltages, which is denoted as Vl = Vl1 , . . . , Vlml ,

and a set of corresponding frequencies Fl = fl1 , . . . , flml , where
ml is the number of voltage (frequency) levels of PE l. The voltages and corresponding frequencies are discrete. We further denote the set of voltage (frequency) levels of PE l (l ∈ SPE ) as
Ll,level = {1, . . . , ml }.



EN = EN active + EN idle .

(19)

Notice that this energy consumption model is compatible with
DVFS technology. In our energy model, each PE has several voltage
and frequency levels. A scheduling algorithm is to choose the
appropriate voltage and frequency to save energy. Note that after
an initial allocation, i.e., allocating tasks on PEs, we do not move
a task among PEs. We just try to take advantages of slacks among
the tasks. For a task i (i ∈ N ) executed at PE l (l ∈ SPE ) with
frequency fl,k , denote the corresponding computation time as wki ,
where wli,k = wi fl,highest /fl,k . In that case, Pl,highest is replaced by Pl,k ,
where Pl,k = Al Cl Vl2,k fl,k . The corresponding computation time wi is



5.3. Differences on problem formulation
The energy-performance tradeoff scheduling problem stated
before is formally defined as follows. Given an application consists
of n parallel tasks, the required number of PEs p, the schedule
length of a best effort schedule makespanbest , and the negotiated
makespan extension rate η, after an initial schedule 8 = (Φl )l∈SPE ,
allocate the slacks to the appropriate tasks for downscaling
their frequencies to try to minimize energy consumption. More
formally, the problem can be formulated as follows:
minimize EN = EN active + EN idle

=

  
l∈SPE i∈Φl k∈Ll,level

Our energy model is derived from the power consumption
model in CMOS logic circuits. In general, the power consumption
of CMOS circuits of PE l (l ∈ SPE ) is represented by Pl = Al Cl Vl2 fl ,
where Al is the percentage of active gates, Cl is the total capacitance
load, Vl is the supply voltage, and fl is the processor frequency of
PE l [28,18]. Processor power consumption is dominated by the
power consumption of CMOS circuits, which is mainly affected by
the supply voltage. Therefore, the reduction of voltage would be
most influential to lower power consumption. There are n tasks
and let N be the task set, i.e., N = {1, . . . , n}. Denote Φl (Φl ⊆ N )
as the set of tasks on PE l (l ∈ SPE ), then the total energy consumed
by executing all the tasks on PE l is defined as
Pl,highest · wi

i∈Φl

=


i∈Φl

Al Cl Vl2,highest fl,highest · wi ,

(16)

where wi is the computation time of task i executed at the highest
frequency, and we obtain the total energy by executing all the n
tasks as
EN active =



EN l,active

l∈SPE

=

 
l∈SPE i∈Φl

Al Cl Vl2,highest fl,highest · wi .

(18)

Consequently, the total energy consumption of the application
running on the PEs can be expressed as

5.2. Differences on energy model



wi .

i∈Φl

l∈SPE

replaced with wli,k .

5.1. Differences on cluster model

EN l,active =



(17)

Since PEs also consume a certain amount of energy while idling,
we obtain the power consumption of PE l (l ∈ SPE ) on idle state as

βki Pl,k wli,k


+



Pl,idle makespan −

l∈SPE


 
i∈Φl k∈Ll,level

βki wli,k  ,
(20)

s.t. makespan ≤ makespanbest · (1 + η),



β = 1,
i
k

β ∈ {0, 1} , ∀l ∈ SPE , ∀i ∈ Φl .
i
k

(21)
(22)

k∈Φl

The timing constraint is enforced by (21). Since the available
frequency range after an initial schedule is finite and discrete, we
use boolean βki as an indicator to reflect which frequency level k
is used for task i on the allocated PE l. The question becomes to
assign different frequencies to each task to try to minimize energy
consumption without violating the time constraint.
5.4. Same algorithm application
After the previous derivations on heterogeneous computing
environment. We can apply the proposed EASLA algorithm
for homogeneous situation on the heterogeneous environment,
because the EASLA algorithm is unrelated to specific derivations.
6. Simulation and results
This section presents the simulation results obtained from our
EASLA scheme. We compare the EASLA algorithm with two other
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Table 2
Voltage-relative speed pairs.
Level

Pair1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Pair2
Frequency (GHz)

Voltage (V)

Frequency (GHz)

Voltage (V)

Frequency (GHz)

1.50
1.40
1.30
1.20
1.10
1.00
0.90

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

1.20
1.15
1.10
1.05
1.00
0.90

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

1.484
1.436
1.308
1.180
0.956

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

algorithms—EvenlyDVS [17] and GreedyDVS [16] in homogeneous
environments, and the EES algorithm [18] in heterogeneous
environments. In this work, we implement all these algorithms
by C language and execute them on simulation environments to
obtain the results. The EvenlyDVS algorithm evenly distributes the
free slack obtained by makespan extension to critical tasks, and
then distributes the slack occurred due to dependencies among
tasks to non-critical tasks. GreedyDVS allocates the slack to tasks
according to the decreasing order of their finish times. Both of them
are designed for homogeneous environments. The EES algorithm
evenly distributes the slack time between the makespan and the
deadline to every task, and then tries to schedule the tasks nearby
running on a uniform frequency for global optimality, which is
designed for heterogeneous environments.
To test the performance of the scheduling algorithms, we simulate a cluster system with DVFS-enabled PEs. Three real heterogeneous PEs are chosen for our study and their voltage–frequency
pairs are presented in Table 2. The PEs we choose in sequence are
AMD Athlon-64, AMD Turion MT-34 [17] and Pentium M.
The performance is measured in terms of normalized total
energy saving. Here, we define a parameter energy-saving-ratio
ESR as the energy saving metric:
ESR =

EETF − E
EETF

Pair3

Voltage (V)

,

(23)

where EETF is the energy consumption of the ETF algorithm with
all tasks executed at the highest frequency, and E is the energy
consumption of a compared algorithm with DVFS scheme. The
makespan extension is determined by: makespan ≤ (1 + η) ·
makespanbest , where makespanbest is the schedule length of a best
effort ETF schedule. We provide experimental results for makespan
extension rates equal to 0.0 (no makespan extension), 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, and 0.4.
We consider two sets of graphs as the workflow applications
for testing the algorithms: randomly generated application graphs
and graphs that represent real-world applications.
6.1. Randomly generated application graphs
For the generation of random graphs, which are commonly used
to compare scheduling algorithms, three fundamental characteristics of the DAG are considered: DAG size, n, communication to
computation cost ratio, CCR, and parallelism factor, λ [7,30,34].
In our experiments, the method of generating random graphs
is the same as [7]. Graphs were generated for all combinations of
the above parameters. The number of nodes in DAG ranges from
100 to 800. To generate a DAG of a given number, the number of
levels is determined by the parallelism factor λ(0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0)
firstly, and then the number of tasks at each level is determined.
Edges are only generated between the nodes in the adjacent
levels, obeying 0-1 distribution. The computation costs are taken
randomly from a uniform distribution [10, 60] around 30. Thus
the average computation cost is 30. The communication costs are

also randomly selected from a uniform distribution, whose mean
depends on CCR(0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0) and the average computation
cost. Every set of the above parameters is used to generate 100
random graphs in order to avoid scattering effects and then the
average result is computed.
6.2. Performance results in homogeneous environments
In homogeneous environments, each PE is modeled with AMD
Athlon-64. The information of AMD Athlon-64 is shown in Table 2.
6.2.1. Random application performance results
The first set of experiments compares the energy savings of
algorithms with respect to various graph sizes (see Fig. 6). The
performance on energy saving of EASLA outperforms EvenlyDVS
and GreedyDVS for various numbers of tasks. For instance, when
the makespan extension rate is 0.4, the ESR of EASLA algorithm is
greater than the EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS algorithms by: (9.97%,
18.06%), (9.53%, 16.55%), (9.97%, 15.14%), and (10.35%, 14.16%),
for number of tasks of 100, 200, 400 and 800, respectively. We
can observe that the energy savings of all the three algorithms
tend to increase with the increase of makespan extension rate.
However, the results of our proposed EASLA algorithm always
outperform those of the others, which show the efficiency of the
EASLA algorithm. The reason behind lies in that in our proposed
algorithm, we try to allocate a slack to the tasks belonging to a
maximum independent set, in which all the tasks can share the
slack without overlaps.
The second set of experiments compares the energy savings
of algorithms with respect to different number of PEs (see
Fig. 7). When the makespan extension rate is 0.4, the ESR of
EASLA algorithm is greater than the EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS
algorithms by: (9.97%, 15.14%), (8.55%, 17.65%), (8.03%, 19.54%),
and (7.83%, 17.48%), for number of PEs of 10, 20, 30 and 40,
respectively. We can also observe that the energy saving increases
with the increase of the number of PEs, even though there is no
makespan extension. The reason behind lies in the fact that when
the number of PEs increases, there may be less tasks allocated on
each PE. This implies that the earliest start time of a task takes less
chances to be limited by the finish time of the front adjacent task
on the same PE. Namely, a task can start in earlier time.
In the third group of experiments, we compare the energy
savings of algorithms with respect to various CCRs. Table 3 shows
the ESRs of the EASLA, EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS algorithms for
various CCRs at different makespan extension rates. When the
makespan extension rate is 0.4, the ESR of EASLA algorithm is
greater than the EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS algorithms by: (9.97%,
15.14%), (9.61%, 14.04%), (7.86%, 12.09%), and (8.86%, 11.77%), for
CCR of 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively.
In the fourth group of experiments, we compare the energy
savings of algorithms with respect to various parallelism degrees
(see Fig. 8). When the makespan extension rate is 0.4, the ESR of
EASLA algorithm is greater than the EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS
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Fig. 6. Energy saving with respect to various numbers of tasks (10 PEs, CCR = 0.2, PARAFAC = 2).

Fig. 7. Energy saving with respect to various numbers of PEs (400 tasks, CCR = 0.2, PARAFAC = 2).
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Table 3
ESRs of EASLA, EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS for various CCRs at different makespan extension rates (400 tasks, 10 PEs, PARAFAC = 2).
CCR

0.2

0.5

1

2

0.2

Makespan extension rate = 0.1
EASLA
EvenlyDVS
GreedyDVS

12.44%
6.03%
4.42%

11.94%
7.93%
5.61%

14.52%
11.59%
9.01%

18.68%
15.43%
13.05%

20.72%
13.70%
8.70%

29.10%
24.08%
18.19%

34.42%
28.30%
23.64%

32.69%
22.72%
17.55%

Makespan extension rate = 0.3
EASLA
EvenlyDVS
GreedyDVS

27.16%
20.61%
13.04%

27.85%
21.33%
14.28%

0.5

1

2

22.10%
18.11%
13.93%

27.54%
22.12%
18.66%

35.62%
27.76%
23.33%

41.27%
32.61%
29.44%

Makespan extension rate = 0.2
20.93%
14.97%
10.22%

Makespan extension rate = 0.4
33.74%
24.13%
19.70%

Fig. 8. Energy saving with respect to various parallelism degrees at different makespan extension rates (400 tasks, 10 PEs, CCR = 0.2).

algorithms by: (4.45%, 13.88%), (7.4%, 15.24%), (9.97%, 15.14%),
and (11.73%, 14.94%), for parallelism degree of 0.5, 1, 2 and 5
respectively. It is also observed that the EASLA algorithm can get
higher percentage improvement over the EvenlyDVS algorithm as
the increase of the parallelism degrees. Since a high parallelism
degree application has more independent tasks which is beneficial
for our EASLA algorithm to take full advantage of slacks.
6.2.2. Comparison of energy saving for real-world applications
In this subsection, two real-world applications are tested. One is
the application of a molecular dynamic code algorithm [7], which
consists of 41 tasks. The other is the DSP application of sonar data
processing [35], which consists of 119 tasks. The number of PEs is
varied to 4 and 6 for the former application, and to 5 and 10 for the
latter application.
Table 4 shows the percentage improvement of EASLA over
EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS for various values of makespan
extension rates as well as various numbers of PEs for the molecular
dynamic code algorithm and DSP based application. The results are
consistent with the results for randomly generated applications.

Our EASLA algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms for
both applications. For instance, for 0.4 extension rate, the EASLA
algorithm improves by 10.01%–12.01% compared with EvenlyDVS,
and 12.36%–22.68% compared with GreedyDVS.
6.3. Performance results in heterogeneous environments
In this subsection, we use six sizes of random DAG tasks for
our experiments, which are 30, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1000. We
choose three real PEs to simulate a heterogeneous environment
and their voltage–frequency pairs are presented in Table 2. The
number of PEs in the following experiments is set as {6, 30, 30,
30, 30, 60}, respectively. We compare the energy savings of the
EASLA algorithm with the EES algorithm. As we do experiments
in heterogeneous environments, we exchange the ETF algorithm
to HEFT algorithm, which provides a good quality of schedules for
DAGs in heterogeneous environments [30].
The results are shown in Fig. 9. Based on the observations
from these figures, we can find that our EASLA algorithm can
save more energy than the EES algorithm in any case. On the one
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Table 4
Percentage improvement of EASLA over EvenlyDVS and GreedyDVS for DAGs generated by real-world applications.
Makespan extension rate(η)

PEs

Molecular

DSP

0.00

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

4

EvenlyDVS
GreedyDVS

0.12
0.66

5.21
6.90

8.31
11.37

8.58
17.63

7.61
20.44

10.60
20.77

6

EvenlyDVS
GreedyDVS

0.41
2.17

5.50
8.58

8.55
13.19

9.17
19.54

8.11
22.32

10.02
22.68

5

EvenlyDVS
GreedyDVS

0.05
0.11

4.14
4.00

6.88
6.41

7.61
9.70

7.57
12.12

10.01
13.17

10

EvenlyDVS
GreedyDVS

0.34
0.49

4.28
3.93

6.63
5.68

8.63
8.58

9.91
11.14

12.01
12.36

Fig. 9. Energy saving of EASLA and EES for various numbers of tasks and makespan extension rates in heterogeneous environments.

hand, the difference between the results of EASLA algorithm and
EES algorithm tends to increase with the increase of makespan
extension rate and our algorithm can save up to 12.33% energy

consumption over EES when the makespan extension rate reaches
0.4 with 1000 tasks. On the other hand, at first, the saved energy
also slightly increases with the increase of number of tasks (30,
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100, and 200). However, when the number of tasks is large enough,
e.g., 200, 300, 500, the saved energy is almost kept unchanged. The
reason behind lies in that when the number of tasks is large enough
while the number PEs keeps the same, less slacks can be used to
adjust frequency to save energy. Furthermore, when the number
of PEs increases (see 1000 tasks with 60 PEs), the saved energy also
tends to slightly increase.
7. Conclusion
A good energy aware scheduling strategy on DVFS-enabled
cluster systems can reduce much energy consumption, which
decreases the operational cost, reduces environmental pollution,
and increases the system reliability. In this paper, we propose an
energy-performance tradeoff scheduling algorithm EASLA, which
tries to minimize energy consumption within certain extension
rate of makespan. The proposed scheduling algorithm can be
efficiently applied to applications that can be represented by
a DAG. DAGs can represent a large number of applications.
For instance, it can be used for DSP applications in sonar data
processing, the molecular dynamic code algorithm, the Gaussian
elimination algorithm, and decomposition of a large matrix.
Randomly generated graphs and two real-world applications are
adopted in our experiments to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. Through the experimental results, EASLA can
reduce energy consumption by up to 22.68% and 12.01% compared
with GreedyDVS and EvenlyDVS algorithms in homogeneous
environments, and 10.49% energy consumption compared with the
EES algorithm in heterogeneous environments.
In the future work, we are planning to test the algorithm
on variable degrees of heterogeneity among PEs and subtasks.
Furthermore, we will consider individual components such as
disks and memory to reduce energy consumption.
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